
Lying in bed would be an altogether perfect and supreme experience if only
one had a coloured pencil long enough to draw on the ceiling. This, however,
is not generally a part of the domestic apparatus on the premises. I think myself
that the thing might be managed with several pails of Aspinall* and a broom.
Only if one worked in a really sweeping and masterly way, and laid on the
colour in great washes, it might drip down again on one’s face in floods of rich
and mingled colour like some strange fairy rain; and that would have its
disadvantages. I am afraid it would be necessary to stick to black and white in
this form of artistic composition. To that purpose, indeed, the white ceiling
would be of the greatest possible use; in fact, it is the only use I think of a white
ceiling being put to.

But for the beautiful experiment of lying in bed I might never have discovered
it. ...

***

The tone now commonly taken towards the practice of lying in bed is
hypocritical and unhealthy.  ... If there is one thing worse than the modern
weakening of major morals it is the modern strengthening of minor morals. Thus
it is considered more withering to accuse a man of bad taste than of bad ethics.
Cleanliness is not next to godliness nowadays, for cleanliness is made an
essential and godliness is regarded as an offence. A playwright can attack the
insitution of marriage so long as he does not misrepresent the manners of
society, and I have met Ibsenite pessimists who thought it worng to take beer but
right to take prussic acid. Especially this is so in matters of hygiene; notably such
matters as lying in bed. Instead of being regarded, as it ought to be, as a matter
of personal convenience and adjustment, it has come to be regarded by many
as if it were a part of essential morals to get up early in the morning. It is upon
the whole part of practical wisdom; but there is nothing good about it or bad
about its opposite.

***

For those who study the great art of lying in bed there is one emphatic caution
to be added. Even for those who can do their work in bed (like journalists), still
more for those whose work cannot be done in bed (as, for example, the
professional harpooners of whales), it is obvious that the indulgence must be
very occasional. But that is not the caution I mean. The caution is this: if you do
lie in bed, be sure you do it without any reason or justification at all. I do not
speak, of course, of the seriously sick. But if a healthy man lies in bed, let him
do it without a rag of excuse; then he will get up a healthy man. If he does it for
some secondary hygienic reason, if he has some scientific explanation, he may
get up a hypochondriac.

G.K. Chesterton
From “On Lying in Bed,” Tremendous Trifles, 1909

*a brand of paint
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